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Abstract. We show under some specific conditions that the formal diffusion
approximation for the motion of a particle in a random velocity field is valid.

1. Introduction

Let V(x) be a random velocity field with given statistical characteristics. Let x(t) be
the particle trajectories in Rd satisfying

x(0) = x. (1.1)

The turbulent diffusion problem consists of analyzing the statistical properties of
the trajectories x(t) under various hypotheses on the random velocity field V(x\ In
particular, in many theoretical investigations, [1-3], one wants to find conditions
under which the particle trajectories have classical diffusive behaviour and to
compute the diffusion and drift coefficients in terms of the statistical properties of
the random velocity field V.

We shall consider here this problem in what is perhaps the simplest situation,
namely when

7(x) = t; + εF(x), (1.2)

where v is a constant nonzero vector representing the mean velocity, F(x) is a given
zero-mean stationary random field and ε>0 is a small dimensionless parameter
measuring the size of the fluctuations. More precise conditions are given in the
next section. For ε small and t large (t~ε~2 when v and F are given independently
of ε) x(t) — vt will behave like a diffusion process. This is the content of Theorem 1
in the next section.

By using formal perturbation theory, as in [4] for example, we shall now derive
formulas for the diffusion and drift coefficients of the limiting diffusion process.
Again, in Theorem 1 we show that these formulas are indeed the correct ones.
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Define

which satisfies the equation

MO U.^.t \ ί>0>

dt ε
(1.4)

We write xε(ί) = xε(ί x) to indicate dependence on the initial point. We also write
xε(ί;s,x) when (1.4) is satisfied for ί>s with x%s s, x) = x. Clearly x(t/ε2) — vt/ε2

= xε(ί;0,x). Let /(x) be a smooth function on IRd and let

From the relation

xε(£, s, x) = xε(ί, s + ft, xε(s + ft, s, x))

we see that this function satisfies the adjoint or backward Liouville equation

duε 1 / s \ duε _

ds ε \ ε2 dx
(1.6)

Here d/dx denotes the gradient operator and the dot stands for Euclidean inner
product. In integral form (1.6) becomes

(1.7)
O c \ / ί 'X

We iterate (1.7) once and take expected values. Since £{F(x)}=0 we obtain

ε2 / δx \ \ ε2 / <9x

Now we take uε outside the expectation sign on the right and average it as if it were
independent of F. Justifying the equivalent of this step is what requires most of the
work in the proof of Theorem 1. Retaining the equality sign as an approximate
equality for ε small we have

ε ε

•E{uε(t,λ,x)}dλdσ,
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which in differential form becomes

8 *•/ β,, u 1 f ϊ JJ _, M d J α. M ^E{u(t, s, x)} = ~y L E ^ x - Γ -yz —- r x + -y i; —
5s ε \ ε / 5x \ εz / ox

•E{uε(t,λ,x)}dλ,
(1.8)

E{Me(ί,ί,x)}=/(x).

When the correlations of F with itself at two different points decay rapidly with
the distance between the points, (1.8) can be simplified to

•E{u(t,s,x)}dσ, s<t,
(1.9)

E{«'(f,ί, *)}=/(*)•

Here we have used also the stationary of F and have performed a change of
variables (cf. [4] this step is sometimes called the longtime Markovian approxi-
mation. The approximation that leads to (1.8) is called the smoothing approxi-
mation). Put

(1.10)
o I vx \ OX I }

This is a diffusion operator with constant coefficients :

where

and

0

oo d r ^17

.= f Y £JF.fx) J'j J Z-j ] A ^ pv
0 ί = l I ^^i

. (1.12)
o ί=ι xί

Let

w£(ί,5,x) = £K(ί?s,x)}-£{/(χε(ί;5,x))}. (1.13)

We have shown formally that as ε^O wε(ί,s,x) tends to w(f,s,x) which satisfies
δw

--^-=«SPw, s<ί,

^5 (1.14)
w(ί,ί,x) = /(x).

Since ££ has constant coefficients it follows that w(ί,5,x) depends on ί — s only.
Setting 5 = 0 we see that as ε-»0

(1.15)
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where w(ί, x) is the solution of the diffusion equation

-^=£>w, £>0, w(0,x) = /(x). (1.16)

(1.15) and (1.16) show that x(t/ε2) — tv/ε2 converges to the diffusion process
generated by <£ as ε|0. This is exactly what is proved in Theorem 1.

The method of analysis that is followed here works also for more general
velocity fields V(x) where the mean velocity is not a constant v as in (1.2). One can,
for example, obtain theorems that cover some cases treated in [1] concerning the
turbulent dispersion of particles in the atmospheric boundary layer. Along
different lines, one can also generalize Theorem 1 to discuss the motion of several
particles in the same field. An example of this is given in Theorem 2.

2. Statement of the Main Theorem

We begin by introducing several hypotheses regarding the vector field F(x).
Let (Ω,^,P) be a probability space and let F(x,ω) :IRd xί2^IRd be jointly

measurable relative to gβ x ̂  where & = σ-algebra of Borel sets in IRd. We assume
that for P almost all ω the random field F(x) = (Ft(x9 ω)) is three times continuously
differentiate in x = (x l9 ... ,xd). We also assume that F(x) is strictly stationary, i.e.,
for each /ze!Rd and points yί9y2, . ? JΉ in IRd the joint distribution of

is the same as that of

We define a process x(t) = x(ί,ω) with values in IRd, ί^O, ωeΩ, as the solution
of the differential equation

Xy ω> = v + eF(x(t9 ω), ω), x(0,ω)-x0e]Rd. (2.1)

Here ι;elRd, yφO, is a fixed vector, εe(0,1] is a small parameter which we shall let
tend to zero and x0 is the (nonrandom) initial position. It will be part of our
theorem that under the stated conditions plus (2.2) below, (2.1) has with
probability one a unique solution for all ί^O. We are interested in the asymptotic
behavior of x(ί,ω) as ε->0 and ί->oo with ε2t = constant as described in the
introduction. For this purpose we need additional hypotheses on F(x, ω) as
follows.

Let /? = (/?!,... ,βd), with β^Q integers, be a multi-index, denote by Dβ partial
derivatives as usual and set | j8|=jβ1+ ... +βd. We shall assume that for each
O^M<oo and each β with 0^\β\^3

sup |D^(x^)|]max(8'd)P(^)-£[sup \DβF(x)
Ω\x\ZM I [\\x\ZM

max(8,d) < oo. (2.2)

Since F is stationary, if (2.2) holds for one M, say M=l, then it holds for all
M<oo.
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We assume that F has mean zero, i.e.,

fF(x,ω)P(dω) = E{F(x)}=0. (2.3)

Let Λ.e^?(lRd) and let J*^ denote the minimal σ-algebra of subsets of Ω in
generated by sets of the form

{ωeΩ\F(x,ω)eA},

With ueIRd, u Φ O fixed, and OrgM^ oo we shall use the notation

where

(x, v)υ
x —

\v\2
(2.5)

Here (,) denotes the usual Euclidean inner product of vectors. When z φO and M
are fixed we write J%f for short.

We shall assume that P is strongly mixing on the σ-algebras ̂  as follows.
With v φ 0 and M < oo fixed define

α(ί,t;,M) = sup sup \P(AB) - P(A)P(B)\ , ί^O. (2.6)

If α(f) = α(t,t;,M)->Ό as ί-»oo, we say that P is strongly mixing at the rate α( ). For
our result we assume that the mixing rate satisfies

00

f {α(ί,ι>,M)}1/pdί<oo (2.7)
o

for p = 6 + 2d. Define xε(£, ω) by

-2-ϋ, (2.8)
ε

where x(ί, ω) is the solution of (2.1). Let Qε denote the probability measure induced
by xε(ί) on C = C([0, oo);IRd), the space of continuous functions from [0, oo) to ΊRd.

Theorem 1. //i φO and the above assumptions hold (in particular (2.2), (2.3), and
(2.1)) then (2.1) has with probability one a unique solution for all ί^O. Moreover Qε

converges weakly on C as ε|0 to the measure Q corresponding to the diffusion process
in lRd with infinitesimal generator jSf given by (1.11), (1.12) and with initial position

Remark 1. For the definition and general theory of weak convergence the reader is
referred to [5]. For the case of the infinite time interval [0, oo), as here, [6] is the
most helpful.

Since the coefficients of Jδf in (1.12) are independent of x, the measure Q is
essentially the Brownian motion measure.
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Let

be the correlation matrix of the fluctuations of the velocity field. It is clear from

(2.2) that rijti= -^—r^ is well defined. Moreover, by our mixing condition (2.7) and

Theorem 17.2.2 of [7] rij(y) = rji( — y) and r i j t i ( y ) decay rapidly as |y|-> oo and the
coefficients atj and bj in (1.12) may be represented by the following absolutely
convergent integrals:

+ 00 oo d

a.= \ r .(tv)dt, b:=\ Y r£ j, t(tv) dt. (2.10)j J j J „ .^~^. •*'

One can use Theorem 1 to obtain the asymptotic form of the probability
measure of two (or more) trajectories of (2.1) starting from different initial points.
The correct form of the generator of the limiting diffusion is again obtained easily
by formal perturbation theory as in the introduction. Let x(ί, ω) be as in (2.1) and
let y(t,ω) be the solution of (2.1) with y(0, ω) = y0 e IRd, with y 0φx 0. Let xε(f,ω) be

defined by (2.8) and set yε(ί,ω) = y\-^ ,ω\ ~v. Let Qε be the probability measure
\ε2 / ε2

on C([0, oo);IR2d) induced by (xε(ί), yε(t)).

Theorem 2. Under the same hypotheses as in Theorem 1 xε(ί, ω) and yε(ί, ω) are with
probability one uniquely defined for all t ̂ 0. Moreover Qε converges weakly as εj,0 to
the measure Q corresponding to the diffusion process in IR2d with initial position x0,
3/0 and with infinitesimal generator

C£> (£> [ Cp I (£> /O 1 1 ^
<=L °Z/χ~^~°Z/y~^~°Z/χy > V ̂  λ A /

where J£x is the operator (1.11), S£y is the same as (1.11) with x derivatives replaced by y
derivatives and ̂ xy is given by

d oo 32

^xv= Σ ί r..(y-x + tv)dt--—. (2.12)
y iβi -co u Bxfa

Remark 2. Note that the generator & does not have constant coefficients because
of the cross-derivative generator <£xy.

Theorem 1 (and implicitly Theorem 2) will be proven in the next section. In the
Appendix we construct some examples of random fields which satisfy the
hypotheses of Theorem 1. In particular, Theorem 1 applies to Gaussian random
fields with certain rational spectral densities.

3. Proof of Theorem 1

Observe that
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which will usually be positive for small ε. This means that the ^-components of

X(-|Ί and x(-f-) will usually differ at least by (2ε2)~1(ί2 — ίj and consequently
\£ / \ε /
x (~τ)) and F \x (~T I w^ be almost independent by virtue of our mixing

\e 1 1 \ \£ II
assumption. Even though this argument does not appear explicitly in our proof it
has its reflection in the crucial Condition III of Theorem 3 below.

Our first step will be to reduce Theorem 1 to a theorem of a more familiar form,
in which the random field also depends on time, but in such a manner that two
values corresponding to widely separated times are almost independent.

Step (ί). Define

G(ί, x, ε, ω) = F(x + tυ, ω) , (3.1)

and let xε(t) be as in (2.8). (In our case G does not depend on ε, but the general
Theorem 3 below permits such dependence.) It is immediate that

= -G x\t\ ε , xε(0) = x0 . (3.2)

We next verify that G satisfies the Conditions I-VI below.
I. G is jointly measurable in all its arguments and a.s. in C3(lRd) as a function of

x for each ί, ε.
II. The process {G(ί, ,ε,ω)}ί>0 is stationary in t for each fixed ε.
III. Let

(̂ε, M) - σ{G(M, x, ε, - )|s g u ̂  ί, |x| ̂  M}

and

β(t,M)= sup sup \P(AB}-P(A}P(B}\. (3.3)
s^O Ae&o(ε,M)

0 < ε ^ l βe^^+£(ε,M)

Then

00

J {β(t,M)}llpdt<ao (3.4)
o

for p = 6 + 2d.
IV. Write

,ε)}. (3.5)

There exists a fixed welR^ such that for each M< oo

lim sup
ε|0

-G(x,ε)-w = 0. (3.6)

V. For each M< oo there exist a constant C— C(M) independent of ί, z and ε
such that

E sup |D^G(ί,x,ε)Γ a x ( 8 '^C, 0^|^β|^3, (3.7)
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and these integrals converge uniformly in z. [The derivatives in (3.7) are all x
derivatives.]

VI. The following limits exist uniformly on compact sets and are bounded
functions of x:

I-*J

Atj(x) = lim J £{Gf(0, x, ε)G/ί, x, ε)}dt, (3.8)
ε|0 o

φ) = lim ] E JG;(0, x, ε) -j- Git, x, e)l at, (3.9)
ε i O o I Vχi J

where

G = G-G.

[The integrals (3.8) and (3.9) converge absolutely on account of III, for the reasons
given before (2.10).] In addition either the matrix aij = (Aij + Aji) is twice con-
tinuously differentiable in x and the vector

(3.10)

is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in x, or A is strictly positive definite and
continuous at each point xeIRd.

I, II, IV (with w = 0), and V are immediate for the choice (3.1) of G by our
assumptions on F. To prove III for the choice (3.1) of G note that for |x|^M,

s^u^t,
(x + uv, v)v

x + uv

Consequently

^(ε,M)C^ ,
s\υ\ — M

and

v,M). (3.11)

Thus (3.4) is immediate from (2.7). Finally the convergence and continuity
properties of (3.8) and (3.9) are trivial in our case since the integrals are
independent of ε [by (3.1)] and of x (by the stationarity of F). Indeed we have the
explicit expressions

oo

afj(x) = j E{Fi(x)Fj(x + tv) + F^x + tv)Fj(v)}dt,

° (3.12)

0

exactly as in (1.12).
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We note that aij = Aij + Aji is always nonnegative definite since it equals

i +τ +τ
α;/x)=lim lim — j ds J dtE{Gi(s,x,ε)Gj(t,x,ε)} .

ε|0 T^oo ^J -T -T

We also observe that even integrals of the form

(which appear in <gχy in Theorem 2) are twice continuously differentiable by virtue
of (2.2) and the rapid decrease of r ^y) and its derivatives, which follows from (2.7)
and Theorem 17.2.2 of [7] (see Remark 1).

Before stating the next theorem we comment that we have not made any
continuity assumptions for G as a function of t. Accordingly by a solution of (3.2)
we mean from now on any continuous function xε( ) which satisfies

\
,*^,ω),ε,ω } d σ , ί^O. (3.13)

ε /

Theorem 3. Let G be a random field which satisfies conditions I— VI. Then with
probability one (3.13) has a unique solution for all ί^O. Let Rε be the measure on
C([0, oo);Rd) induced by this solution. For eachfeC2^) put

Then Rε converges weakly to the probability measure R on C([0, oo),IRd) which
corresponds to the diffusion with the infinitesimal generator L and starting point x0

(i.e.9R{X(0) = x0} = l).

It is clear from the above that Theorem 1 is indeed a special case of Theorem 3.
Results like Theorem 3 were first proven by Khasminskii [8], in [9], and more
recently by Borodin [10]. In fact Theorem 3 is very similar to Borodin's result.
However, our proof differs from Borodin's in some important details. We
circumvent the usual technique of breaking up the increments of xε(t) into blocks
and we end up with a weaker mixing condition than Borodin's (but our
differentiability condition is stronger than Borodin's). Moreover, by introducing a
truncation in Step (ii) we can get away with requiring III and V for each finite M
only, with the constants dependent on M. We actually exploit this in our explicit
examples (see Appendix) which do not satisfy Borodin's conditions as they stand.
Despite its length we shall therefore give a complete proof of Theorem 3 in Steps
(ii)-(iv) below. After introducing the truncated process xε>M in Step (ii) we show in
Step (iii) that the corresponding family βε'M of measures is tight on D([0, oo),IRd)
(see [5, 6] for definition of D). This is done by means of a mixing lemma proved in
Step (iv). The Steps (v) and (vi) show that the measures Qε actually have a limit as
ε-»0 and identify the limit. The truncation is not removed until the very last step.

Remark 3. In Theorem 3 we do not try to find the weakest possible differentiability
condition in V. If G is of the form G(1) + εG(2) then one can separately estimate the
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Step (iί). Let φM(x) be a C°°(lRd) function such that 0<iφM^l,

terms involving G(2) in (3.44) below. In this case it suffices that Gα) satisfies (3.7) for
|^3 and G(2) satisfies (3.7) for |j8|gl only.

(3.15)

and such that gradient (φM(x)) is bounded uniformly in x, and M ̂  1. We define the
truncated field GM( )by

GM(ί, x, ε, ω) = G(ί, x, e, ω)φM(x)

and the corresponding process xε>M(ί,ω) as the solution of

ί, ω) - x0 + - j GM , (σ, ω), ε, ω ί ̂  0 .
(3.16)

We assume M> \x0\ throughout. At this stage we first prove that (3.16) and (3.13)
have unique solutions as stated. First note that for each fixed M and T

sup — x ε
2 , Λ , f c + sup

c
<|-f£ sup

ε o I L W S M

so that almost surely

+ sup dt<oo

-jsup
o o X

GM\^
dt<oo

and

-Jsup — CΎM\— V
3.." l g 2 ' X ' '

For any ω for which this is satisfied there exists a δ>0 such that

s + δ

- j sup
ε s x

M for all O^s^ (3.17)

It follows from (3.17) that for each fixed , Q^s^T-δ, the map

is a contraction on C([5, s + ̂ ] Rd) (with the sup norm) and therefore for each such
z, 5 there is a unique solution to
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By iteration we see that (3.17) implies that almost surely (3.16) has a unique
solution on [0, T]. This holds for all M, T, hence (3.16) has almost surely for each

M
M a unique solution for all t ̂  0. Since GM(ί, x, ε) = G(ί, x, ε) for |x| ̂  —- we see that

M
any solution xε'M( ) of (3.16) which satisfies |xε'M(ί)|^γ on [0, T] is also a

solution of (3.13) in [0, T]. Now the solution of (3.16) satisfies

sup
1

at

so that existence of a solution of (3.13) will follow if we show

f l r

lim P<-Jsup
M^OO [ε o i^i

GM — x εv_» I >•} , ,Λ/, O (3.18)

However, (3.18) is easy because for any η>0

G M —
1 2 ' dt\<-l-MT

G\-2,x9ε<ε
-2,x, ε

where the sum is over a finite number of points zn such that the union of the balls
{x:|x-zj<;i} covers {x:|x|^M}. We can do this with at most C±Md balls. The
nth expectation in the sum is at most

(ηM)~ sup G

M-»oo.

(by V). It follows that

- sup
o W °"i? : A[=o(M),

which immediately implies (3.18).
Now that the existence of a solution to (3.13) has been established, the

uniqueness of the solution again follows by the standard argument, given just
below (3.17).

We return to the solution xε> M of (3. 1 6). Since GM(ί, x, ε) = 0 for |x| > M we have

for all t^O. (3.19)

Until the end of Step (v), |x0| <M < oo will remain fixed and we only deal with xε'M,
GM. For brevity we suppress the M in the notation in Steps (iii) and (iv). The only
property used in these steps which hinges on the truncation is (3.19).

Step (iii). Let Qε'M be the measure induced by xe'M on D([0, oo);IRd). In this step
we show that for each fixed M the family {βε'M}κ>0 is tight. By a result of
Chentsov (see [5, p. 125ff.], especially the proofs of Theorems 15.4 and 15.6) it
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suffices for this to show

E\xε(u) - xε(t)\rι ^ C(u - Or3 (3.20)

and

E\xε(s) - xε(t)\rι\xε(u) - xε(ί)Γ ^C(u-s)1 + r4 (3.21)

for some r1,...,r4>0 and Orgs^ί^w^T and C = C(T)<oo independent of
εe(0, 1] and 5, ί, u. In turn (3.20) and (3.21) follow if we show that for O^ί^w^T

E{\xε(u)-xε(t)\2Φ}^Cι(u-t)E1/s{Φ*} (3.22)

for

Φ = Φ(s9t) = \xε(t)-xε(s)\r, O^s^t and 0^r^2

and C1 = C1(T)<oo independent of εe(0, 1] and 5, ί, u. Indeed, taking r = 0, i.e.,
Φ = l we obtain (3.20) with r1=2, r3 = l. If we take r = 2, and use the bound
\xε(ή-xε(s)\^2M then we obtain from (3.22) and (3.20)

E\xε(s) - xε(t)\2\xε(u) - xε(t)\2 ^C^u- 5)9/8 .

In accordance with our suppression of M and previous notation we now write

G(x, e) = EGM(x, ε) = φM(x)EG(x, ε) ,

G(x,ε) = G(x,ε)-G(x,ε).

Then [see (3.16)]

\x\u) - xε(£)|2 = - J X G; (-1 , xε(τ), ε) (x«(τ) - x
& t ί \ε /

dσdτ. (3.24)

Here we used the comma-subscript notation for x-derivatives. The second equality
in (3.24) follows from (3.16) and

^-XG.J^, x,εj(x i-x i(ί))=ΣG ίJ(j, x

It follows from (3.19) and IV that

u-ή- sup |G(x,ε)|E{|Φ|}

(3.25)
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for a suitable C2. Thus

2 "

(3.26)

The double integral in (3.26) consists of a number of terms to each of which we can
apply the following

Lemma 1. Let C/l-y, x,ε) be ^^(z) measurable for each fixed x|^M, and such

(3.27)

Let V -y, ε L s ̂  ί, be α ̂ ε (ε) measurable random variable. Then for 0 < 7 ̂  1
\ε2 /

exists a constant C = C(y, d) such that for all 0 ̂  ρ ̂  s ̂  t

\ l / 4

Σ ,SUP

F — εK 9 , fc

4 Ί \ l / 4

. (3.28)

Before proving the lemma we show how we can estimate (3.26) by means of it.
For instance we can apply this lemma with

and

Since

"yε

ε J \ε

xε'M(σ) is ^/ε2(ε,M) measurable and so is - , ε I . Also (3.27) is satisfied because

by virtue of (3.7) and the definition of G. Moreover by (3.19)

(σ
sup
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so that Lemma 1 with y = 1 and Schwarz' inequality and V imply that

The other terms in (3.26) are handled similarly.
Thus (3.22) and the tightness of {Qε}0<ε^ι have been reduced to Lemma 1.

Step (iυ). Proof of Lemma ϊ. First we approximate xε(ρ,ω) by step functions as
follows: For ω in the set

take

(fej
N

if

-M if fc,<0.

(3.29)

For brevity we denote the right hand side of (3.29) by kM/N. Clearly

ε ] V g M

and

|xε' "(ρ, ω)| ̂  |xε(ρ, ω) ̂  M for all ω.

Moreover A(k)e^ε2(ε) since xε(ρ) is ^g/fi2(ε) measurable. Define also

u =iυ if
κ~ |θ if

and similarly for VL for V truncated at L. Then

(3.30)
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κ\ε29 (3.31)

Here k stands for an integral fc- vector ( f c 1 ? . . . , fed) and the sum over fc runs over the
(2ΛΓ+ l)d such vectors with \kj\^N, χA stands for the indicator function of A. The
first-third term are estimated in the obvious way by means of (3.30) without
intervention of the mixing hypothesis. In the last term in the right hand side of
(3.31) we apply Theorem 17.2.1 of [7] to each summand. Since \UK\^K, |FL|^L,
we find that the fc-term is bounded by

t — s kM

t-s

N

Ί^E\ SUP

i +
F(4,U -T, x,ε

[use (3.27) to estimate £{17^}]. After summing over fe we obtain that the left hand
side of (3.28) is at most

1

AT
E Σ

1+7

•"?-
"•?•

ϊ/K,x,ε

ί-5

1+7

(3.28) now follows from Schwarz' and Jensens' inequalities if we take

it \ 41\1/4 ί //-— s\l ~~^ ^ I L \ l \ 1^,, ^ x j ^ / t ' J \ I ^
sup1C= E U(-,x,ε

ε
l(N+l)dβ

L=\E V[-9sε

41 \1/4

(N+l)dβ
t-S 2 + 7

^1 (since jβ^l). D
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For the next step we also need the following variant of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. Let AΊ-^ , ε be

U -y, x,ε \iv -y, x , ε j ) be ̂ ^ (respectively ̂

measurable, ana for \x\^M, let

measurable. Assume that

(3.32)

seί

o o

/or βαc/z 0<γ^l ί/zβre exisίs α constant C = C(y,d) such that for all
0<s<t<u

«"?• "i4,
β

<C £

sup

1/8

F - ,

-w\-2~,
ε ε

sup

1/8

(3.33)

Proof. First apply Lemma 1 with UV—W substituted for [/ and JΓ for V. This
shows that the left hand side of (3.33) is bounded by

C(B| ξ sup
ε

4Λ \ 1/4

41 \ 1/4

• E

ί sup

sup

1/8

1/8

(3.34)
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Next we apply Lemma 1 again, this time with V substituted for U andXU for K
We find that

^ C ( E \ Σ sup
4 ϊ \ l / 4

7 2 > ε sup
\x\SM

8 l \ l / 8

^
Lastly, by Theorem 17.2.2 of [7], p. 307

(3.35)

'(-,-
lε 2 ' ε2

£ N'T'I x i s Λ f V I I \εz

^ sup v- p — X P
2 , x, ε i v 2 , x, ε

o / \o

1/4
I/IK ,

1/4 u-ί 1/3

Since βrgl and ^y/(2 + y + yd) for y^l, we see that the left hand side of (3.33) is
also bounded by twice the right hand side of (3.35). Thus the square of the left hand
side of (3.33) is bounded by twice the product of the last member of (3.34) and
(3.35). This fact plus another application of Jensen's inequality proves (3.33). D

Step (v). This is the first step in the identification of the possible limit points of jRε

as ε|0. We reintroduce the superscript M. As in Step (iii) Qε'M is the measure on
£> = D([0, oo);IRd) induced by xε>M -X(t) will be the ί-coordinate function on D and
the corresponding σ-fields of subsets of D are given by

Ml =.σ-field generated by {Xt: u ̂  t <;υ} . (3.36)

Assume now that {εn} is a sequence of positive numbers tending to zero such that

Q^M^QM as n_^00 ^ (3>3η

(As usual => here means weak convergence on D([0, oo) IRd) with its J1 Skorokhod
topology; see [5], Chap. 3 and [6] for details.) Expectations with respect to QM

will be denoted by EM. For any C°° function /:IRd->IR with compact support
define

(3.38)

where

x) — φM(x) AtJ(x)

(3.39)
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We show in this step that

f(X(f))-\LMf(X(σ}}dσ (3.40)

is a (QM, Jί$ martingale.
To prove that (3.40) is a martingale it suffices to prove for any integer m > 0 and

bounded continuous function Φ:(Rd)m->IR and 0^sί <s2<... <sm^s^t that

EM{(f(X(t)) - f(X(s)))Φ(X(Sll . . . ,X(sJ)}

Indeed, a standard monotone class argument shows that (3.41) implies

EM{f(X(t))Φ} = EM{f(X(s))Φ] + EM (} LMf(X(σ))Φdσ\ (3.42)

for any bounded J(Q measurable function Φ. This is clearly equivalent to (3.40)
being a martingale.

In addition,

'M(5l), . . . , xε'M(sJ)

is bounded and because X-*f(X(s)) and X ^ > Φ ( X ( s 1 ) 9 . . . , X ( s m ) ) are continuous
a.e. [βM] on D [by (3.20) and (3.37)], it converges in distribution to

(f(X(t)) - f(X(s)))Φ(X(sί\ . . . ,X(sJ)

as ε-^0 through the sequence {επ}. Thus the left hand side of (3.41) equals

lim E{(f(x*»>M(t)) - f(x£~M(s)))Φ(xε»>M(Sll . . . , xe"M(sJ)} . (3.43)
-

Now with GM(x,ε) = G(x,ε)φM(x) and GM = GM-GM, as in (3.23), we have anal-
ogously to (3.24)

~ ί Σ 1̂
8 OX

s ί

(3.44)
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We now multiply (3.44) with Φ and take expectations and let ε|0 through the
sequence εn. The first term in the right hand side yields

lim f £ £J|^(xε'M(τ)) - GfV'M«U)<4 dτ
s ί [Vχί S )

= EM if Σ
(s ί

dτ (3.45)

by virtue of IV and (3.37). The second term has limit zero, on account of Lemma 1.

Indeed, an application of Lemma 1 with 17 -y, x, ε I = Gf \-^, x, ε [note that this

has expectation zero by definition of G, cf. (3.5)] and F(^-,ε) = Φ^-|

7 = 1 shows that

1 l (df
Γ V Ϊ7 J ^ ( ε>M( \\f*M ί ^ ε'Mί \ \ (f> \ A

0 J Z-ί I ̂ v V V // ί \ 02 ' v /» / |

dτ=0(ε). (3.46)
/

Finally the double integral in the right hand side of (3.44) is handled by means of
Lemma 2. We restrict ourselves to the term

.Gfl ? ,χ M(σ),e]Φ[. (3.47)

We write

'τ σ

and in accordance with previous notation put

ε ε

H = H-H.

Then (3.47) equals

; φ . (3_48)
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We first analyze the H term in (3.48) as we shall see this contributes the part of

EMl]dσLMf(X(σ))Φ\
[s J

with the second derivatives. Indeed, after a change in the order of integration the H
term in (3.48) becomes

t/e

dλ. (3.49)

By the standard mixing Theorem 17.2.2 of [7]

^C\β(λ-^

1/3

uniformly in |x|^M, εe(0, 1]. Thus by II and (3.8)

EG»,x9εG?(λ,x,ε)dλ
\ε /

= φ2

M(x) E{Gj(Q, x, β)Gfμ, x, e)}dλ
o

1/3

as ε|0, uniformly in |x| ^M, for each fixed σ < t. It follows that the limit of (3.49) as
ε JO through the sequence εn equals

( t f l 2 fI Γ ̂  " J /^.M/^Yk jM/ v ε,M/\\mE\\ Φ^r-(xε'M(σ))Afί(xε'M(σ))dσ
J /-)-V- SΊ V J

= £M (3.50)

as claimed [again we used (3.37)] and Af^φ^Aβ.
Next we shall show that the H term in (3.48) tends to zero. For this we need to

apply (3.16) once more to obtain

~ τ

ε ε

ί τ σ

•- Σ J ί/τ j ίίσμiE
ε k s s s

83f

Φ

x ' (/ί) ε
ε 2 ' ε 2 '
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ε ε

(3.51)

First estimate the double integral in the right hand side of (3.51) by means of
Lemma 2. Take

(3 52>

Then by Lemma 2 with y = 1 we find that the double integral is

/ i \

ε \ ε

and by (3.4)

The triple integral in (3.51) has two terms. We estimate the first. This time take

^ >

and U, V as in (3.52). By Lemma 2 this term becomes

Thus again ε~2 times this term tends to zero and similarly for the second term in
the triple integral.

The above observations show that the limit of (3.47) is given by (3.50). In the
same way we obtain

l]dτ]rfσίfe j-(x*'M(σ))G%fe,**>λ,
fc s s U,j ^- î \fc

f , j
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Adding all the contributions we finally obtain that (3.43) equals

EM[]LMf(X(σ))Φdσ\

as required.

Step (vί). In this step we remove the cutoff in M and show that as M->oo the
measures QM of the last step converge to R. Because of the tightness of the family
{Qε'M:0<ε^l} [see Step (iii)] each sequence of επ|0 contains a subsequence for
which (3.37) holds for some QM. If we could show uniqueness of QM then we would
have Qε'M=>QM as ε->0 in any way. Because the coefficients of LM vanish for large
x it is somewhat unpleasant to prove uniqueness for QM. Another nuisance
difficulty is that gε'M and QM are measures on D = D([0, oo);IRd) rather than on
C = C([0, oo);!^). Since xε'M(t) is continuous, Qε'M is actually concentrated on C.
We shall now show that also QM is concentrated on C and that the family
{QM : M ^ |x0|} is tight in C. We shall then be able to take limits as M^ oo without
checking the uniqueness of QM.

By assumption VI and (3.39) there exist constants A and B such that uniformly
in M

(3.53)
i

By [H]> Eq. (2.1) [note that the proof of this estimate remains valid if xM(ί) is
merely in D rather than C] for each fixed s^O, A>0, λ>0

QM\ sup
ί

X(t)-X(s)-lbM(X(σ))dσ >λ

λ2

and consequently for any T^O and

»f sup pr(0-X(S)|^2A}^ + l)exp-;~^0 (3.55)

as Δ[Q, uniformly in M. Since also

{xE>M(Q) = x0} = l (3.56)

it follows from Theorem 8.2 in [5], that each QM is concentrated on C and that the
family {βM}M^μo( is tight on C. Moreover, since each Qε'M is concentrated on
C,β£n'M converges weakly on C to QM as n-»oo (cf. [5], p. 151).

We can now easily complete the proof. Let M fcf oo be any sequence for which
QMk converges weakly in C to some measure ζ)* on C. By the tightness of {QM}
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any sequence of M's tending to infinity contains a subsequence with this property.
From the fact that the coefficients of LM converge boundedly, and uniformly on
compacta, to those of L, and (3.42), it follows that

f(X(t))-]LF(X(σ)}dσ
o

is a (β*,^o*) martingale, where Ml* is the trace of M"* on C. Of course [cf.
(3.56)]

By the hypotheses made in VI on a^ and bj and by Theorems 6.2 and 5.6 of [12],
respectively Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.1 of [13], there is only one measure on C
with these properties, namely the one denoted by R in Theorem 3. Thus Q* = R
and

QM=>R on C. (3.57)

Now define for Xe C

We already observed in Step (ii) that xε'M(t) = xε(t) up till the first time that
M M

|xε(ί)| = _ so that for each K^ —
£ 2*

τ(xε>K) = τ(xε>M,K). (3.58)

Now let S0 be a closed subset of C([0, T\ ;Rd) and

S={XeC:X^T}eSJ. (3.59)

Assume that we can show for each such S

(3.60)
ε|0

It then follows from Theorem 2.1 in [5] that

KmRB{Ψ}=R{Ψ} (3.61)
ε |0

for each bounded continuous functional Ψ on C with the property that Ψ(X)
depends on X( •) restricted to [0, T\ only. (Here we have written R{Ψ} for the
integral of Ψ over C with respect to the measure R.) As in [6] this result for every
T implies Rε=>R on C/It therefore suffices to prove (3.60) for all S of the form
(3.59).

Let εn[0. If necessary by going over to a subsequence we may assume that for
each M=l,2,...

1 See also Theorem 6 in [19]
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for some probability measure QM on C. It follows from (3.58) that for every S of the
M

form (3.59) and K^ —

Rε{τ(X,K)^T} = Qε'M{τ(X,K)^T} ,

Rε{S,τ(X,K)>T} = β ε ' M {5,τ(X,K)>T} .

Consequently

limjmp Rε»(S) ^ limjup Q^M{S] + limjsup Qε">M{τ(X, K) ̂  T}

^βM{S} + βM| sup \X(t)\^K-l\ [by (3.62)] .

If we let M-»oo we obtain from this and (3.57)

lim supJRε"{S}^#{£} + #! sup \X(t)\^K-2\,
*^ = — )

and finally as K-^oo we obtain (3.60). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

4. Appendix, Examples

a) Gaussian Random Fields. Let F:IRd x Ω-^ be a stationary (i.e. with distri-
bution invariant under translations cf. Sect. 2) Gaussian random field with mean
zero and correlation matrix

rkl(y)=E{Fk(x)Fl(x + y ) } 9 x,yeIRd, l^kj^d . (4.1)

By Bochner's theorem ([14], Chap. 1.5) there exist totally finite complex valued
measures μk l on lRd such that

rkl(y)= J eί(λ>y}μkj(dλ) , (4.2)

and for each Borel set B the matrix

\μkt(dλ)\ is hermitian and nonnegative definite. (4.3)

μkfl is the so called spectral measure. We shall assume that the μk>l have densities,
i.e. for some L1(IRd) functions fk l

rkl(y)= ^e^fkl(λ)dλ. (4.4)
IRd

Without loss of generality we may assume that for each λ the matrix

(fk,ιW)ιzk,ι<d is hermitian and nonnegative definite. (4.5)

The fk l take the place of the usual power spectral density. We define

τ(λ) = smallest eigenvalue of (fkj(λ)) . (4.6)
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For simplicity we shall take the vector v in (1.2) in the direction of the positive first
coordinate axis, i.e.

t; = (M,0,...,0). (4.7)

We shall write AeRd as (λl9λ2) with /^elR, ̂ eR*"1. We then have the following

Theorem 4. Let F be a stationary zero mean Gaussian random field as above.
Assume that /M as in (4.4) exist and that for some a> 1

f \λ\6(logλ)«fk9k(λ)dλ<σo, l^k^d. (4.8)

// in addition (4.7) holds and for some integers p = p(k, I) ̂  7 + 2d and constants r ̂  0
and A < oo

d V „ / Λ

/orαH /leRd, ίeR and l ^ f c , / ^ r f , (4.9)

ί/ieπ F satisfies the conditions of Theorem ί (even with M=σo in (2.7)J.

Remark 4. (4.8) could be sharpened slightly by a more carefull application of
Theorem 2.10 of [15]. If (fk t(λ)) is nonsingular for all λ and p(k, I) is independent of
fc, / it is also possible to replace (4.9) by the slightly less restrictive condition

sup(l + ί)~r

λelRd

ίeR

largest eigenvalue of (— ] f(λγ + ί, A 2)/~\λ^λ 2)\ ^A . (4.10)
\dλ1J }

I d Y
Here f ' 1 stands for the inverse matrix of (fkj) and ^~ / is tne matrix

—— /Λ J. Neither of these refinements seem useful for finding actual examples.
,^ι/ /

It is helpful, though, to observe that one may replace τ in (4.9) by its lower bound
(see [16], Sect. 5)

* I

Example. Set

JR
2 = α1(A1-j81)

2+ Σ <*i(λ2,i-βi)2 (4 12)
ί = 2

for some α f>0, jS elRand A2 = (>12 2,...,/l2 d). Assume that
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where P f c z( ) and Qki( ) are polynomials. Assume that (fk ί(/l1,/L2)) is positive
definite for all λ and that in addition for all fc, / and some constants x0 ̂  0,0 < 7 < 1,

inf |βk>/(x)|>0 and for all x PM(x)>0, βM(x)>0 (4.13)

Σ fora11 M-x°; (414)

degree βM> degree P f c f k + ̂ (d + 6) . (4.15)

Then a Gaussian field with spectral density (/M) satisfies the conditions of
Theorem 1.

Proo/ It is almost immediate from (4.8) that si(x)= — I- — rkk(x) exists, is finite

and satisfies

WO) - φ)|gC log (4.16)
\x\

for some constant C and \x\ ̂  1. It follows from Theorem 2.10 in [15] that s.( ) is
the correlation function of some continuous and stationary Gaussian process,
Yk.i(y*ω) saY One can further take Xk(xι, ...^x^^O, ...,xd) Gaussian and such
that

xl

0

has the correlation function rkk(>) and therefore has the same distribution function
as Fk(x). From this it follows that any continuous version of Fk has almost surely a
continuous partial derivative w.r.t. xf which has the same distribution as Ykfi.
Repeating this argument we see that almost surely FfceC3(lRd). Since the de-
rivatives of order :g 3 of Fk are again mean zero continuous stationary Gaussian
processes (2.2) is automatic (cf. [17], Theorem 8). It remains to verify (2.7). By a
result of Kolmogorov and Rozanov ([14], Theorems IV.10.1 and IV.10.2) and (4.7)
we have for all M, including M= oo,

α(ί,υ,M)£ρ(ί), (4.17)

where the "maximal correlation coefficient" ρ is given by

ρ(t) = sup(E{YZ}-E{Y}E{Z}) (4.18)

with the sup taken over all random variables Y,Z with σ2(Y) = σ2(Z) = 1, and Yin

the linear span of {F(x, ): (x, v) ̂  0} and Z in the linear span of < F(x, ): '

Therefore Theorem 4 is implied by the Proposition below, which is modeled after
[14], Lemma IV. 10.6.

Proposition. // F is α stationary zero mean Gaussian random field whose spectral
density (fk z) satisfies (4.9), then

ρ(t)^dCAΓq, (4.19)

where q = min p(/c, /) and C depends on r and the p(k, /) only.
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Remark 5. We can use the argument of [18], Lemma VI.1.1 to obtain further
examples of random fields which have the required mixing properties. Indeed if

fk i == Σ ^k ίfk ι^ι p where the Γk f are entire functions whose Fourier transform has
u

support in [ — T, + T], then the maximal correlation coefficient ρ corresponding to/
satisfies

Proof. Standard manipulations show that

ί{ Σ
Rd [l^k,l^

dλ (4.20)

where the sup is over all complex valued vectors of functions φk(λ\ ψ^λ) of unit
norm in the space //j, which is the closure of all functions of the form

Σ 7vexp i(λ, xv) (a finite sum)
V

with the first coordinate of xv ̂  0, in the norm

Now take

2m ̂  r + max p(k, /) + 2 (4.22)

and

1 + Q O p

/m — oo v= 1

(4.23)

where p = p(kj\

/sinσx\ 2 m , .

and

+ 00

We note that for all λ2 with

ί IΛ.iWi.^ldλ^oo for all IgMgd (4.24)
— oo

(i.e., for almost all Λ,2) we have

ί ^.mWI/fc,^! + vx' ̂ 2)!^ < °°
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This follows from the boundedness of gσ m. The principal estimate is that for all λ2

satisfying (4.24) and all λί and σ^l

- p ( k , l ) τ ( i \ (A 9^\
T\Λ^yΛ2). ^Ή .ZDJ

To prove (4.25) observe that its left hand side is bounded above by

P

, = n \V/

1 +00

- ί ί
/ m — oo

dx (4.26)

[note that (4.26) differs from (4.23) by a term with v = 0]. Now all x derivatives at
x = 0 up to order p — 1 of

v = 0

vanish, so that its absolute value is at most

Cp|x|p sup

^,^) [by(4.9)] .

Substitution of (4.27) into (4.26) gives

(4.27)

-j +00

V
/ m — oo

-j +00

— ί β,,,
i m — oo

m <τP

where [see (4.22)]

.\p + ι

Vy J "σ,
im ~ oo

-j +00

/ m — oo

This proves (4.25).
By the rninimax characterization of eigenvalues

kj k

It follows easily from (4.28) and (4.25) that for all ^l and

kj

dλ<co .

(4.28)

finite
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We claim that for σ < t

ί| . (4.30)

To see this, let

with the first coordinates of x£ v and y^ v ̂  0, be such that (φk)-+(φk)9 (ψϊ)-+(ψι) in H2

f

as n-»oo. By virtue of the above estimates (4.30) is the limit of

as n-»oo. Thus it suffices to prove

Rd

whenever s^t>σ and (4.24) holds. This, however, is easy because for fixed
λ2,Qk j(λl9λ2) is a convolution of translates of / and gσm, and the Fourier
transform of gσ m has support in [ — σ, + σ].

The proof of (4.19) is now easily completed. For φ,ψeH2 with norm equal to 1
we have for 1 < σ < t

^CAσ~q

k,l

^dCAσ~q j {Σφ/cWΛ,iWφ/W}1/2

(4.32)

[by Schwarz' inequality and (4.28)]. A final application of Schwarz' inequality
shows that (4.32) is bounded by

dCAσ-q\\φ\\f\\ιp\\f = dCAσ-q . D

b) Trivial Gaussian examples for F satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1 can be
obtained by taking F a stationary mean zero Gaussian random field with a
correlation matrix rkl(y) which is seven times continuously differentiable [this
implies Fe C3 and (2.2) as in a)] and which vanishes for \y±\ ̂  ί0. [In the latter case
ρ(ί), and hence α(ί,υ, M) vanish for f >f 0 ] Any matrix of the form

rkι(y)= SΣsk.m(*Km(x + y)dx (4.33)
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with (skίTn(x)) a rectangular matrix of real valued

s^eC^nllίR*), skjx} = 0 for \Xl\^

can serve as such a correlation matrix. Indeed (4.33) is easily seen to be
nonnegative definite.

c) Poisson Blobs. Let F be any random field (not necessarily Gaussian) which
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 with M = oo in (2.7). (E.g. F = Q is permitted.)
It is then possible to obtain a new field, F say, which still satisfies the hypotheses of
Theorem 1 by "perturbing F on the union of a countable number of randomly
located balls". More precisely, let PQ be a Poisson point process on [0, oo) x ]Rd

with intensity ρG(dr) x dλ, where G is some probability distribution on [0, oo) and
λ is Lebesgue measure on IRd. I.e., N(B) = the number of points (r., p.) in the Borel
set B C [0, oo) x IRd has a Poisson distribution with mean ρG x λ(B) if Bί9..., Bk are
disjoint then N(Bί\...,N(Bk) are independent. In addition let Z 1 5Z 2 5... be a
sequence of independent identically distributed random variables. We shall
assume that

Pρ, Z1?Z2,..., and the field F are independent of each other. (4.34)

For the y th point (in some ordering) (rj9 PJ) of Pρ we form the ball

In addition we introduce

A=(JBj

and for xeIRd, the union of those B{ which contain x, i.e.,

D(x)= \jBj.
Bj3X

We do not change F on the complement of A, i.e. F(x, ω) = F(x, ω) for xφA. For
xeA we perturb F in any way which depends only on D(x), the values of F on D(x)
and those Zj for which B contains x. Roughly speaking for each ball Bj which
contains x there is some effect on F(x) and this effect may still have some random
element in it, because it may depend on the extraneous random variable Zj. For
instance the perturbations might be additive

F(x) = F(x) + Σ G j ( x 9 Z j ) 9
BjBX

where G_y( ,Z7 ) is some C3(IRd) function with support in Bj. Of course we must
make sure that F is still jointly measurable, stationary, belongs to C3(IRd) and
satisfies (2.2) and (2.3). This, however, is easy to achieve and here we only give a
condition which guarantees that F again satisfies (2.7).

Theorem 5. Let F and F be as above and α(ί, v,M) be defined by (2.4)-(2.6) and
similarly for α(ί, v , M) with F replaced by F. If

] {a(t,v,ao)}1/pdt<ao , (4.35)
o
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and

oo fco

f at \\
1/p

, oo))dw[ < oo ,

i?r every M < oo also

00

j {a(t,v,M)}i/pdt<oo .
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(4.36)

(4.37)

We shall merely give a heuristic argument for this theorem. Consider the event
Eγ(t) defined as follows:

All the balls Bj which intersect the strip

x —
(x,v)

<M

lie entirely in the half space

Similarly we define E2(t) to be the event that all balls Bj which intersect the strip

lie entirely in the half space

E19E2 are independent of each other and depend on PQ only. If a realization of PQ

is given, such that E± occurs, and if Z15Z2,... are given, then {F(x):xeS1} depends
only on {F(y):yeH1}, and similarly if the subscript 1 is replaced by 2. Since the
σ-fields .̂̂ (t?, oo) and ̂ /4(v, M) [see (2.4) for notation] are "independent up to

It \"
an error α - , v, oo one can conclude that for any events Aleβr^QO(v,M) [defined

as in (2.4), with F replacing F] and Bε^°°(ϋ,M) one has

Consequently

gα l-,t;, oo +2P{E1 does not occur}

+ 2P{E2 does not occur} . (4.38)

It is routine to estimate P{Et does not occur} and to derive (4.37) from (4.38),
(4.35), and (4.36).
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